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S1. Linear fitting of computational scattering depolarization as a function of scattering extinction and nonlinearity between anisotropy and scattering extinction Table S1 . Linearly fitting parameters of computational scattering depolarization as a function of scattering extinction for different analyte specific depolarizations Pa 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 Intercept 0 ± 4.95E-18 0.10± 5.81E-5 0.20 ± 1.1E-4 0.30 ± 1.5E-4 0.40 ± 1.8E-4 0.50 ± 1.9E-4 0.60 ± 1.9E-4 0.70 ± 1.7E-4 0.80 ± 1.3E-4 0.90 ± 8.1E-5 1 ± 3.6-16 Slope 0.2 ± 8.5E-18 0.19 ± 1.01E-4 0.18 ± 1.9E-4 0.17 ± 2.6E-4 0.15 ± 3.1E-4 0.14 ± 3.4E-4 0.11 ± 3.4E-4 0.09 ± 3.0E-4 0.06 ± 2.4E-4 0.032 ± 1.3E-4 1.1E-15 ± 6.3E-16 R-Square ( Extinction spectrum, (D) PRS2 VV and VH spectra, and (E) scattering cross-section spectrum of polystyrene nanoparticles (PSNP) as the external reference to quantify scattering cross-section spectrum of fPSNP (F) Extinction, absorption and scattering cross-section spectra of fPSNP. The absorption crosssection spectrum is obtained by subtracting the scattering cross-section spectrum from its extinction crosssection spectrum. (G) Scattering-to-extinction (SER) spectrum of fPSNP, calculated with dividing fPSNP scattering cross-section spectrum by its extinction spectrum. 
